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Abstract. An optical micro-shadowgraph for the height
measurement of a micro-solderball on a semiconductor wa-
fer is proposed. The micro-shadow image resulting from an
oblique illumination onto the protruded solderball/bump on
the wafer is clearly captured. Experimental investigation
shows that accurate solderball height measurement can be
readily obtained. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1906003]
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The reliability of the solder joint/solderball in the micro
ball grid array ~micro-BGA!1 has been observed to b
highly dependent on the height uniformity/coplanarity2 of
the micro-solderballs across the wafer. To obtain the he
information from a micro-BGA on a silicon wafer, we ex
plore a simple but effective method using the inher
shadow phenomenon of an object illuminated by an obliq
illumination.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a micro-solderball/bu
illuminated by an incident beam of angleu. The image
plane of the CCD sensor in the X-Y plane is parallel to t
line AD and perpendicular to the reflected light. A le
would direct the resulting shadow onto the CCD sensor
hence a typical shadow and projection image of a mic
solderball in the X-Y plane can be illustrated as an ov
lapped shadow pattern. The length of bothd andL can be
measured, whered is the diameter of the bump andL is the
total length across the bump and its shadow. Hence, f
RtDACD, we have

sin 2u5
AD

AC
5

A8D8/b

AC
5

L/b

AC
, ~1!
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b•sin 2u
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whereb is magnification of the microscopic system. Fro
RtDAOG,

~AE1EO!sinu5GO, ~3!

whereEO5GO5d/2b. We have

AE5
d

2b•sinu
2

d

2b
, ~4!

and from RtDAFC, we have

AF5AC cosu. ~5!

Substituting Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and ~5! into H5AF2AE, the
height of the solderball is given by:

H5
1

2b sinu
@L2~12sinu!•d#. ~6!

In Fig. 2, light from a halogen lamp passes through a c
limating lens 1 and is directed onto a focusing lens 2. T
light beam emerging from lens 2 is focused onto an ap
ture stop 1. A telecentric illumination consisting of lens
lens 2, stop 1, and lens 3 enables illumination with co
mated light over the test surface.3 Note that lens 3~semi-
lens! allows the illumination angle to be easily adjusted
selecting illumination axis offset~P! and most of the light

Fig. 1 Cross-section view of the bump and corresponding shadow
pattern on the CCD sensor located in the X-Y plane.

Fig. 2 System configuration.
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is reflected in the specular direction as the test surface~sili-
con wafer! is mirror-like.4 To capture the resulting shadow
pattern, another telecentric microscope consisting of an ob-
jective ~focal lengthf o520 mm), aperture stop 2, and lens
4 ~focal lengthf 45100 mm) is aligned in the specular di-
rection of the reflected light.This arrangement ensures an
optimal contrast of the recorded white-black pattern on a
CCD sensor Stop 2 located at the focal plane of the lens 4
ensures that rays primarily parallel to the optical axis reach
the CCD sensor. The resulting shadow pattern is recorded
through a frame grabber for the further processing.

Figure 3~a! shows a typical shadow pattern of micro-
solderballs on a wafer. It is seen that those shadows are
elongated in the X direction. To determine the shadow con-
tour, Canny’s edge method5 was applied to the above
shadow pattern. Figure 3~b! shows the edges/contours of
those shadows. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the shadow edges
have been located and the corresponding shadow length is
correlated to the micro-solderball/bump height. For ex-
ample, the edge locations across the centroids of a specific
bump A and its shadow length along the Y direction have
been used to measure the bump diameterd(558 pixels)
and the elongated shadow along the X direction in a length
of L(575 pixels) was also obtained. Based on Eq.~6!, the
bump height of 108mm was determined. Similarly, indi-
vidual height of each bump on the wafer can be measured
accordingly. For those bumps in Fig. 3, the bump height
variation ~uniformity/coplanarity! was evaluated using a
statistical parameter of standard deviations to be 64.8
mm. To verify the accuracy of the proposed method, the
height ~108.2mm! of bump A was obtained using a com-
mercial WYKO profiler~Model: Wyko NT 3300, a white-
light interferometric profiler!. Compared to the height~108
mm! obtained by the proposed method, the discrepancy is
less than 0.2%. According to the ISO guide,6 the combined
standard uncertaintyuc(H) attributed toH based on Eq.~6!
is given as follows:

uc~H !5F S ]H

]L D 2

u~L !
2 1S ]H

]d D 2

u~d!
2 1S ]H

]b
D 2

u~b!
2 1S ]H

]u
D 2

u~u!
2 G1/2

,

~7!

where the partial derivatives (]H/]L50
]H/]b522, and]H/]u5137) for bump
sitivity coefficients,u(L) , u(d) , u(b) andu
dard uncertainties ofL, d, b, andu, respe
resulting from determination of those len
less than 1 pixel~10 mm! which is 2mm on
while the magnification~b! is 53. The cor
dard uncertainties assuming a rectang
given approximately byu(L)5u(d)52/A3
magnification~b553! is in a tolerance
standard uncertaintyu(b)50.05/A350.033
sulting from illumination angle uncertai
to be in the range of61 deg~0.02 rad! and
ing standard uncertainty is given
50.01 rad. The combined standard un
Eq. ~7! can be calculated as follows:

uc~H !5~0.3231.2210.2231.221222

30.0521137230.012!1/251.8 mm

In summary, the proposed microsco
sible to do measurement on the heigh
curved micro-solderball. The results pre
demonstrate the potential of the propo
practical tool for in-situ inspection of he
ity on a micro-BGA.
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